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In the biopolitical horizon that characterizes modernity, the physician and the scientist move in the no-man's-land into which at one point the sovereign alone could penetrate ---Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer (1998: 159) To arrive at the deepest truth about a body, medical science is forced to insinuate itself into the same cut that etched death into the body, and then redouble it ---Roberto Esposito, Third Person (2012: 22) What techniques characterise the sovereign power to 'make die' when it appears in the modern biopolitical and techno-scientific age? And how is the human body by discussing the body's relationship to the broader non-human landscape, and consider the extent to which this human/ non-human relationship provides a conceptual opportunity for resistance to the thanatopolitical fabrication of the body
The subtle internal geography of the novella works to tie the narrative to Guatemala's recent history, a 'civil war' that lasted over three decades, claiming the lives of an estimated 200,000-300,000 people and displacing up to 1.5 million others.
The Commission for Historical Clarification (La Comisión para el Esclarecimiento
Histórico -CEH), which documented the atrocities of the 'civil war', discovered that forces connected with the State were responsible for the vast amount of the violence.
The State, which frequently acted outside of the law (CEH, 1999: 31) , was found to have committed over 90% of the murders and forced disappearances, and the vast majority of the instances of torture and other abuses of human rights (25). The State operated on a counterinsurgency pretext with the alleged aim of quashing rebelling 'subversives', 'enemies' and 'communists'. However, the CEH discovered that the vast majority of the violence was perpetrated against the civilian Mayan population, leading the commission to characterise the conflict as a 'genocide'. The worst of the violence occurred from [1981] [1982] [1983] , when entire villages were burnt to the ground and rural communities were repeatedly terrorised through baroque public displays of torture as part of President Efraín Ríos Montt's counterinsurgency campaign. Socalled 'model villages' were set up by the military following the destruction of these communities, and those held in these new 'villages' were made to participate in patrols, kidnappings and massacres against supposed 'guerrillas' in their former communities, while also further destroying local crops and materials. As Greg Grandin, Deborah Levenson, and Elizabeth Oglesby write, 'through the civil-patrol network, the Guatemalan army inserted itself into the fabric of everyday village life, and this local-level militarisation became one of the most pernicious legacies of the counterinsurgency ' (2011: 364) . Rey Rosa's novella resonates with aspects of this recent context of violence while also incorporating broader conceptual reflections on the relationship between power and the body.
Existing scholarship on Cárcel de árboles has advanced some significant claims, which it will be important to review briefly before looking at the novella more closely. Colony, the cultural construction of the body is effected through the figuration of "history" as a writing instrument that produces cultural significations -languagethrough the disfiguration and distortion of the body… ' (1989: 603) . Metaphorical and literal processes of writing and reading are crucial to Rey Rosa's depiction of deathly embodiment, and to his self-reflexive criticism of its aesthetic treatment, as we will see. My approach to these textual processes challenges existing readings of
Cárcel de árboles that emphasise the liberatory potential of writing and reading in Rey
Rosa's novella (for example, in Castro: 2010 , De la Puente: 2013 , and Coello Gutiérrez: 2008 .
Power in the Prison Camp
As the narrative of the novella unfolds, readers are slowly exposed to the spatial arrangement of Dr. Pelcari's secret prison camp. The YUs' writing makes clear that the prisoners are chained to trees, which function as cells of sorts, and suggests that there are 'thirty-six' tunnels of these trees, which converge onto a 'gathering-place'
or opening in the centre of the forest. The prisoners' monosyllabic names are inscribed onto the metal shackles that attach them to the trees; YU2 realises that the YUs are called 'YU' 'because we are chained to the tree that corresponds to the 'Y' on the lane marked "U"' (Rey Rosa,1991: 59 Rosa, 1991: 28) .
Once the prisoners are moved into this opening, they encounter another disciplinary technique: a daily training exercise, or drill of sorts. This drill takes the form of a communal chant, which is instigated by a central computer, and which induces a trance-like state while orders are relayed and received directly within the prisoners' bodies to ensure maximum compliance (Rey Rosa, 1991: 30-31) . As YU1 observes, the prisoners' bodies are made docile and malleable through these chants, which 'persuade these -thousand, two thousand? -men that they are only one single thinking man who loves his work and is happy ' (53) . This quotation resonates with
Foucault's argument that disciplinary power functions to combine individual bodies within a productive force that exceeds the potentialities of any of the singular components-thus, in Rey Rosa's novella the prisoners' bodies are both individually moulded and co-fabricated into a collective body.
These chants prompt the prisoners to partake in military missions and to engage in manual labour by 'clearing the earth' with their hands to find objects (31).
As with Foucault's disciplinary society, the moulding of the body of the soldier is intimately connected with the production of the labour-force, demonstrating the extension of structures of war into the broader arenas of politics and the economy.
This intersection of militarism and society also resonates with Guatemalan history.
In particular, the chants, as a form of training, are reminiscent of the military's By contrast to its Central American neighbours, however, Guatemala's transition was reluctant and implemented in 'bits and pieces' (Robinson 103: 2003) . On the one hand, movements towards deregulation and privatisation in the 1980s led to the implementation and rapid expansion of the maquiladora industry in Guatemala, in a manner that set the tone for the rest of Central America; on the other hand, the emergent technocratic New Right within Guatemala had to contend with a strong and unified oligarchy of old-guard businessmen who resisted the transnational agenda of neoliberal reform (Robinson 2003) . Returning to the space of the prison, the different techniques used to shape the bodies of the prisoners are undergirded by a constitutive relation to violence and death. On the most basic level, this is because the men in the prison have 'all been condemned to death' by the State, and can be killed with impunity (Rey Rosa, 1991: 15) . As such, Rey Rosa's text moves closer to the thanatopolitical and necropolitical developments of Foucault's work that have sought to centralise death when conceptualising power and politics. 4 Noting the historical connection between the death sentence and medical experimentation, Agamben remarks that 'Like the fence of the camp, the interval between death sentence and exclusion delimits an extratemporal and extraterritorial threshold in which the human body is separated from its normal political status and abandoned, in a state of exception, to the most extreme misfortunes ' (1998: 159) . In this tradition, Rey Rosa's novella makes use of lives that Agamben describes as 'bare' to denote 'a life that may be killed without the commission of homicide' (159). Following Agamben's logic, Rey Rosa's prison camp could be understood as an exemplary biopolitical space, because power is able to confront life directly without the mediating shield provided by political and human rights (Agamben, 171) .
Moreover, the tasks that Dr. Pelcari has her prisoners carry out suggest that the forms of discipline and control she instigates do not distinguish between the production of life and death: the men are trained to produce the deaths of others and their own deaths without consciousness or ethical thought. For example, YU2 notes that if the men are deployed to sink a boat, they will carry out these instructions without thought even if it 'costs them their lives' (Rey Rosa, 1991: 60) , and the experiment meets its violent end when the prisoners are instructed to execute the guards and their dogs, and, implicitly themselves (62). The novella therefore ends with an image of mass death in a secret location.
If Foucault is concerned with the 'fabrication' of docile bodies in his account of disciplinary power (1995: 192) , thanatopolitical theory examines contexts in which death has been conceived according to comparable economic, serialised and bureaucratic metaphors as the basis for power and the expansion of capitalism. 5 The power that characterises the prison environment of Rey Rosa's novella ultimately seems to capture this dual life-death sense of 'fabrication': Dr. Pelcari's experiment combines the disciplinary production of docile life associated with the prison with the logic of disposability linked to the camp in order to mould, coerce and weaponise the human bodies of her prisoners. Her experiment is designed to make the benefactor 'rich' (1991: 16), without regard for whether this wealth is accumulated through violence, experimentation or the labour of bodies that are biologically alive, but politically and socially dead.
Medical Power-Knowledge
The forms of power that operate in the prison camp work to supplement and enhance a foundational medical intervention into the prisoners' bodies. It is only at 5 Agamben traces the use of the term 'fabrication' to describe the concentration camp in the works of Hannah Arendt and Martin Heidegger (1999: 71-75) , and uses the term himself, writing that: 'in Auschwitz it is no longer possible to distinguish between death and mere decease' between 'death and the fabrication of corpses ' (1999: 76) . Similar terms were also employed by those who worked in the concentration camps; as Esposito observes: 'Instead of talking about men and women, they referred to pieces (Stücke), replacement parts (Häftlinge), human material (Menschenmaterial), to be loaned (ausleihen), unloaded (abladen), shipped (verschiffen), and eventually, of course, destroyed…. ' (2012: 61) . My use of the term 'fabrication' in the title of this article alludes to the intersection between Foucauldian disciplinary power and these thanatopolitical philosophical and historical descriptions, which emphasise the intermixture of capitalism and violent death. Yet I am also aware of the broader problems with using the term 'fabrication' in relation to death, because, for example, this term inadvertently repeats the linguistic violence of historical spaces of death, and, because it sets up a dichotomy between 'proper' and 'improper', or 'decent' and 'indecent' modes of death (or even collapses this dichotomy, as in Agamben), in a manner that carries its own political and ethical problems.
the end of the novella that readers learn of the exact procedures that Dr. Pelcari has enacted. This knowledge is derived from an autopsy carried out on the deceased body of YU2 by Dr. William Adie in Belize. As he opens up the corpse, Dr. Adie makes notes regarding the 'Bilateral sectioning of the cortex of the limbic system, necessary for long-term or general memory' and the 'Cauterization of thirty-four points in the upward network of the left thalamus, situated in the supposed area of language (Brodman)', for example (Rey Rosa, 1991: 63) . Dr. Pelcari's extensive reshaping of the prisoners' bodies works to literalise the disciplinary inscription of power theorised by Foucault, for through these medical procedures power is written directly into the prisoners' anatomy.
Dr. Pelcari's medical interference in the YUs' bodies chimes with Agamben's claim that within biopolitical and thanatopolitical modernity the physician increasingly occupies the space that was once reserved for the sovereign (1998: 159). In their accounts of thanatopolitics, Agamben and Esposito both make the case that this heightened power of the physician is facilitated by advancements in medical technology and scientific knowledge which increasingly enable medical professionals to extend, shorten and control the terms of life and death in a manner that is entangled with politics and that impacts upon the broader social body. In addition to providing an anatomical foundation for the fabrication of the prisoners' bodies, Dr.
Pelcari's medical procedures literally and allegorically shape the social body because these procedures target 'memory' and 'language', terms that carry dual medical and socio-political meanings. The doctors' medical procedures produce social fragmentation by cutting individuals off from one another, from themselves and from their pasts, and this fragmentation allows the doctor to conceal and sustain the violence of her experiment by reducing the risk of its revelation.
In bio-and thanatopolitical theory, the power of the physician to shape the individual and collective body is linked to notions of racism. Foucault suggests that the sovereign power to 'make die' reappears within biopolitics when the health of a given population is seen to be contingent upon the death of certain bodies, and he roots this life-death relationality in the racist eugenic perception that 'the death of the bad race, of the inferior race (or the degenerate, or the abnormal) is something that will make life in general healthier…' (255). Esposito espouses a similar view in his analysis of the auto-immunitary, or self-destructive, drive of the Nazi 'biocracy'. 6
While theories of degeneracy do not circulate in Rey Rosa's text, medical examination in Cárcel de árboles is subtly undergirded by racism in a manner that resonates with thanatopolitics. For example, the description of Dr. Pelcari's house as 'white and colonial' in the prologue (Rey Rosa, 1991: 12) invokes the unresolved racism that marked Guatemala's foundation and twentieth-century genocide. 7 This allusion to racism thereby frames the medical experiment as a whole.
The relationship between medical science, power and embodiment is also connected to processes of interpretation and reading in Rey Rosa's novella. This becomes evident if we return to the example of the autopsy carried out by Dr. Adie.
The autopsy works to place death in a position of analytical prominence, because the corpse of YU2 is posited as the most important interpretive key to the events that have taken place. The analytical prominence afforded to the dead body in Rey Rosa's description of the autopsy resonates with Foucault's comments in The Birth of the Clinic about the pivotal work undertaken in the clinic of Xavier Bichat in the early 6 Esposito examines the apparent paradox whereby German medical research was 'one of the most advanced in the world' (115) 6 at the same time that the medical profession participated directly 'in all of the phases of mass homicide' in the camps (113). Echoing Foucault, Esposito explains that medical advancement and the administration of death occurred because the 'immunity' logic that defines modern politics had turned 'auto-immunitarian' in the face of racist scientific discourses about 'degeneracy', to the effect that killing part of the population was seen as necessary to ensuring the health of the imagined populace; 'in the auto-immunitarian paroxysm of the Nazi vision, generalised homicide is…understood as the instrument for regenerating the German people' (117). 7 The CEH directly links this colonial context to the rising social and political tensions that provoked the genocidal actions of the State (1999) 1800s. Foucault credits Bichat with transforming the medical gaze by moving it from the external surface of the body to anatomical dissection and thereby introducing a depth that brings with it a new visibility of the body (Gutting, 1989: 128-131). The necropsy of Cárcel de árboles is characterised by this expanded sense of visibility.
Rey Rosa presents this process of obtaining medical and historical knowledge from the corpse as sinister. Drawing on the postmodern Gothic image of the 'mad' scientist, he emphasises Dr. Adie's 'intellectual' eagerness in a manner that calls attention to his lack of sensitivity to the horrors the YUs have suffered: Dr. Adie appears predatory as he sharpens his saw 'to use on the skull' of YU2, and as he works 'for several hours, cursing the heat, the dearth of graphs and of reference books, the lack of assistants, but with growing interest' (Rey Rosa, 1991: 62).
Moreover, Dr. Addie is only able to decipher YU2's history, and thus the history of It is possible therefore to think that there exists a neural network peculiar to each fragment of linguistic experience… One is thus led to admit there exists a specific network for the word "mother" (mère) different from the networks for the syllables "me" and "re", and different from the particular networks that represent the phonemes or letters, 'm', 'è', 'r', 'e', , from J. Barbizet and Ph. Duizabo, Neuropsychologie III, 29 (19) 8 Dr. Adie's autopsy seems to caution against insensitive, technical or totalising readings of dead bodies that function by retracing and reopening violent wounds. Implicit in this is an awareness of the ways representation, language and interpretation can further supress, desecrate and disabuse the present figure and historical life of the corpse, inadvertently contributing to or reflecting the thanatopolitical fabrication of the body. In this sense, Rey Rosa's novella can be seen to contribute to bio-and thanatopolitical theories by implicitly opening up some of their central concerns to aesthetic and literary concerns.
Literature, Language, Impotentiality
Dr. Pelcari's medical experiment operates through a scientific and social understanding of the intimate connections between 'words', 'thought' and 'man' (or, Rosa's novella has been similarly reduced to the space of the death camp, which suggests that its humanistic claims have been undermined.
Against this backdrop of lettered culture, which sits uncomfortably in relation to systems of power, Rey Rosa introduces a more popular style of prose that is akin to testimonial writing. The YUs' writings, which document their experiences 9 It is true that Borges in particular occupies a more complex space within Rey Rosa's novella and broader oeuvre than this indictment of his poetry might imply. In her overview of Rey Rosa's work, Alexandra Ortiz Wallner, correctly highlights the 'many connections between Rey Rosa's narrative and Borges's aesthetics and texts ' (2013: 136) , and Rey Rosa cites Borges' influence in numerous interviews. Rey Rosa has commented that Cárcel de árboles is conceived, in a very conscious way, under the sign of both Borges and Bioy Casares' (Rey Rosa and Durante, 2007: 2) , and reflects that 'apart from serving as a kind of literary road map [Borges] directs us toward the best that is in us' (Esposito and Rey Rosa, 2015: 1) . Thus, while on the one hand the inclusion of Borges, and Darío, in the doctor's experiments invokes the failure of humanistic culture to ward off destruction and points to its openness to thanatopolitical appropriation; on the other hand the inclusion of these lines seems to also function as a form of intertextual homage to the writer who perfectly invoked the 'mix of cerebral control and physical despair' Rey Rosa seeks to narrate in his depiction of thanatopower (Esposito and Rey Rosa, 2015: 1 (157). Instead, Agamben engages in the act of 'listening' to the 'essential lacuna' at 'the core' of testimony, as a way of pointing to new forms of ethics (13) (14) . This lacuna is created by the fact that the survivors, who provide the testimony, did not die in the camps, and were not therefore made speechless (33), and as such these surviving authors 'must in some way submit his every word to the test of an impossibility of speaking' when they speak of the camp (157).
Agamben's theory of language develops from his belief that twentiethcentury linguistic thought did not attend to relationship between language and the non-relational, caught up as it was with a focus on language as 'a system of relations' (Colebrook and Maxwell, 2016: 40) . As a consequence, Agamben contends that what needs to be thought is 'language's genesis and its relation to the silent life that it always harbours as an impotentiality' (Colebrook and Maxwell, 41) . 11 For Agamben this impotentiality of speech can be clearly seen in the 'Muselmann' of Auschwitz.
Agamben explains that the Muselmann (Muslims) was the name given to prisoners in the worst stages of malnutrition and decomposition in the camps, because 'seeing them from afar, one had the impression of seeing Arabs praying ' (1999: 43) . 12 For Agamben, the Muselmann is not outside of language, but is marked by having 'a potentiality to speak that is not actualised', by occupying 'a threshold' between speech and silence (Colebrook and Maxwell, 2016: 43 (Colebrook and Maxwell, 44) ; because 'the human being exists in the fracture between the living being and the speaking being, the inhuman and the human' (Agamben, 1999: 134) .
This relation Agamben theorises regarding the possibility and impossibility of speech resonates with the tension that unfolds in Cárcel de árboles. The writing of the YUs is marked by a material context of silence. On the one hand, Dr. Pelcari's experiment literally disenables the capacity for speech, locking the prisoners in a mono-syllabic oral language. Contextually speaking, the notion of silence also refers to direct and indirect forms of censorship; indeed, the CEH entitled their report on the human rights abuses 'Guatemala memoria del silencio', a title that refers to the fact that during the conflict even 'thinking critically became a dangerous act' and writing about the socio-political character of the nation could lead to 'torture, disappearance and death ' (1999: 36) . This danger intensified existing barriers to communication that existed due to the specific multi-linguistic fabric of the nation; as Beverley and
Zimmerman note, 'a majority or close to a majority of the population of Guatemala is maintains the primacy of language in relation to the study of (human) life (Colebrook and Maxwell 2016: 35) . Rey Rosa's depiction of embodiment similarly combines linguistic primacy with corporeal materiality. 12 Agamben has received (valid) criticism for his lack of examination of this term (see Colebrook and Maxwell 2016: 44-45) .
made up of non-Spanish-speaking Indian peoples', and 'there are at least twenty-two Indian languages spoken … ' (1990: 145-146) .
On the other hand, Rey Rosa's novella is driven by a desire to speak. Dr.
Pelcari reveals that YU2 was a '31-year old unmarried journalist' when he was imprisoned (Rey Rosa, 1991: 70) , and the novella implies that the residual imprint of this past explains the prisoner's persistent impulse to write in the present. For YU1, to write 'means to put memories together' (29), to 'conceive of new ideas' so that 'the shape of my world alters ' (36) , and the act of writing also works to reveal and challenge the experiment's power structure, making YU1 feel 'superior' to the guards (36). YU1 also suggests that there is something constitutively human about written language; he asks: 'Where do they come from, the words my hands know and which I don't?...it's as if I were to be asked where I come from' (31). Such reflections concerning the opening of the world and subjective existence through language have given rise to readings of the novella that emphasise the 'liberatory' nature of writing. For example, Emiliano Coello Gutiérrez contends that writing carries a 'revolutionary potential' in the novella that is odious for 'whatever form of despotism ' (2008: 48) , a sentiment that Castro echoes in her reflection that writing enables YU1 to become formed, and to live, as a 'subject ' (2010: 9) . For me, the act of writing functions as a site in which subjective form is made and unmade and negotiated; a site in which the relational domain of language and subjection is always situated in relation to the non-relational material space of silence and the impersonal, in the sense meant by Agamben.
Agamben suggests that this 'threshold' between the relational and nonrelation occurs within the very structure of testimonial writing:
Testimony takes place where the speechless one makes the speaking one speak and where the one who speaks bears the impossibility of speaking in his own speech, such that the silent and the speaking, the inhuman and the human enter into a zone of indistinction in which it is impossible to establish the position of the subject, to identify the "imagined substance" of the "I", and, along with it, the true witness (1999: 120)
The instability of the 'I' that Agamben describes is clearly apparent with the YUs.
At the most basic level, I would argue that this is evident in their syllabic names:
though this is never stated in the novella, the name 'YU' is effectively a combination of the Spanish yo (I), and the tú, the familiar other. 13 'YU' is therefore neither completely a speaking self nor completely Other. This reworking of personal pronouns becomes more complex once the YUs enter into dialogue with one another, for this dialogue creates a second subjective doubling that already contains an original subjective/onomastic doubling. At the same time, 'YU' is ultimately impersonal and meaningless, and seems to contain the trace of the presence and loss of the human personal pronoun in its very form. In these ways, the YUs' writing resonates with Agamben's observation that 'every testimony is a field of forces incessantly traversed by currents of subjectification and desubjectification ' (1999: 121).
The importance of Agamben's observations about 'non-speech' and testimony are that they provide the cartography for a new form of ethics that no longer takes an 'actualised' version of the (speaking) human 'person' as its subject. This is why understanding potentiality to mean also impotentiality is a crucial task in resisting the perceived 'dehumanisation' of the thanatopolitical project and its taxonomical exclusions. Agamben allows us to understand 'the human' in more capacious termsas both relational and as s/he who maintains a non-relational relation. Rey Rosa implicitly works within a similar ethical threshold in his depiction of the body and its connection, or non-connection, to language.
Becoming-Forest
Rey Rosa's extended portrayals of the body's relationship to the natural terrain have not received much attention within criticism on Cárcel de árboles. At a time in which the turn towards the non-human within scholarship is reshaping fields from anthropology to cultural studies, it is timely to ask how these non-human elements might intersect with bio-and thanatopolitical theories of power and the body.
The natural environment is by no means completely outside of Dr. Pelcari's experiment. Indeed, both the trees that function as cells and the parrots that the doctor uses for her preliminary experiment suggest that nature has been instrumentalised within the thanatopolitical matrix. Yet, Rey Rosa suggests that nature also provides a degree of resistance. In the epilogue, for instance, the doctor identifies the centre of a 'cold, clean, grey city' as the ideal place for her invention, not the 'private and secret prison in the tropical forest' that she leaves behind (Rey Rosa, 1991: 72) . The aleatory elements of the forest seemingly mean that it cannot be subjected to complete domination.
The natural environment also plays a fundamental role in the basic survival and short-lived escape of the YUs. YU1 merges his body with the environment to avoid being discovered, hiding in the leafy branches of 'his' tree, for example, or concealing his body in the river when the guards' dogs approach (Rey Rosa, 1991: 43) . YU2 uses nature to block out the indoctrinating sound of the chant, using the 'sap that oozes from the tree trunk' to block his ears (61). The environment also yields materials that help YU1 to survive until he can gain access to food supplies, in a manner that echoes the recent history of displacement in Guatemala. As Victoria Sanford writes, 'in the hundreds of testimonies I have taken from massacre survivors, the power of the hunger, thirst, and illness of life in flight from army troops overwhelms even the event of the massacre because life in flight went on for years ' (2003: 182) . Those displaced consumed weeds, bark and roots, and anything else they could find (Sanford, 182) , and Rey Rosa's YUs consume similar materials. 
Meanings

Conclusions
The Sphinx threw herself from a great height when they guessed her riddle ---Borges, quoted in the epilogue of Cárcel de árboles
The 'other-than-human Sphinx whom, despite her inhumanity, we nevertheless regard and to whom we must respond, asks us to question what we think we know about the human. And her question reveals something about our answer', writes Kohn (2013: 5 Embedded within Rey Rosa's portrayal of embodiment is a confrontation with the category of 'the human' and its relationship to destructive power at an historical time of transition from genocide to neoliberalism in a techno-scientific age.
Esposito writes that 'presumed for centuries as what places human beings above the simple common life of other living species (and therefore charged with a political value), humanitas increasingly comes to adhere to its own biological material. But once it is reduced to its pure vital substance and for that reason removed from every juridical-political form, the humanity of man remains necessarily exposed to what both saves and annihilates it ' (2008: 4) . Rey Rosa depiction of embodiment underlines this biological substance of the human stripped bare and its invokes its proximity to domination, while also pointing towards new forms of relation and non-relation premised on impersonality and impotentiality that may carry the potential to stave off, or resist, the future annihilation encapsulated in the survival of Dr. Pelcari's thanatopolitical control machine as it slouches towards the urban centre. 16 The Sphinx famously asks Oedipus: 'What goes on four legs in the morning, two legs at noon, and three legs in the evening?' Oedipus' answer is 'Man'.
